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ARRIVALS
aquamare
virgin gorda,
british virgin island:
Even though it's just'
a short ferry ride from
Tortola, St John, and St.
Thomas, Virgin Gorda
seems a world away from
those cruise-ship-plagued
islands. Life is slower and
quieter here, and once
you arrive back home you
may find yourself wanting
to keep it something of a
secret, lest word get out
that paradise is only one
easy flight connection and
a boat ride from JFK. That
is however, unless you're
staying at Aquamare,

)eijing

one of the island's most

"he purported mission of the Opposite
louse is to create a home away from home,
)ut unless you have a fridge that's always
stocked with free beers, a stainless steel
)ool where yoga classes (accompanied by a
Live guitarist) are held weekly, a fairy
godmother who leaves gifts like Chinese
nulberry face masks and locally designed
>ostcards on your pillow, and a gallery
featuring works by up-and-coming artists in
/our entrance, then a stay there is more
Like a really nice, luxurious break from
/our routine. Since opening in 2008, this
Doutique hotel in Beijing has set the tone
for the burgeoning fashion and design;entered neighborhood that has sprung up
around it (Balenciaga is just next door in
the Sanlitun Village complex, and Alexander
ftlang is slated to open his second-ever
store here, too). The building itself,
designed by Japanese superstar architect
Kengo Kuma, is both modern and welcoming,
«/ith spacious rooms set up like studios
and a lobby featuring a massive wall of
traditional Chinese medicine cabinets and
a four-and-a-half ton piece of metal mesh
that cascades from the ceiling like a silk
ribbon. It's no wonder that the capital
city's stylish denizens are drawn to the
hotel's restaurants and bars like insects
to a flame; the striking yellow-and-green
building glows like a lantern at night,
REBECCA WILLA DAVIS
theoppositehouse.com
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exclusive properties
that consists of three
identical five-bedroom
villas, each with its own
infinity pool. This is a
place you'll want to bring
some friends to. One of
the villas is beachside, but
whichever you choose,
the resort has an idyllic,
private half-mile beach
where you can while
away the time kayaking,
looking for sea turtles, or
watching what is surely
one of the most beautiful
sunsets anywhere, over
the Sir Francis Drake
Channel, which is dotted
with islands and boats
shuttling back and forth.
The cavernous villas
themselves, with huge
vaulted living rooms, are
made for entertaining
groups, and this is where
your friends come in:
Whether you're taking
one villa or all three,
Aquamare—owned
by four young friends
who live in Puerto Rico
and apparently have
exceptional taste in
interior decoration—is
a place to bring other
people. And when you
need some quiet time,
each room has its own
balcony (complete with
hammock), Frette linens,
and vast bathrooms with
a glass wall behind which
is a outdoor shower. At
about 10 times the size
of the average New York
City hotel suite, they're
spacious enough to hang
out in until you're ready to
go back downstairs and
join the party.
ROB MANDELSON
villaaquamare.com

los angeles

jade mountain
st lucia
The first thing you'll
probabiy notice upon
entering your room at
jade Mountain, Nick
Troubetzkoy's breathtaking
property perched high
above the Anse Chastanet
resort in St Lucia, is that
there is a wall missing.
Fortunately it's the one
facing the ocean, and
St Lucia's Pitons World
Heritage Site, and there is
a substantial mosquito net
around the four-poster bed;
the feeling is something
like staying in the most
luxurious treehouse in the
world. The second thing
you'll notice is that there
is an infinity pool in your
room (there is one in all
but four of the rooms here,
and they are all lined with
different color glass tiles,
which only heightens the
drama when you look at
the property from afar like,
say, when you're bobbing
around in the ocean below,
snorkeling). Troubetzkoy
is an architect as well as a
hotelier and his vision wa,s
to build in harmony with the
surrounding environment
The result is one of the
most arresting hotels in
the Caribbean. Individual
bridges lead to each room
(though they call them
sanctuaries here, for good
reason); water tumbles
everywhere, through
Koi-fi!led channels; vines
creep and hang from every
available surface forming
walls of foliage; staircases
crisscross back and
forth; and rough concrete
columns rise upwards,
each topped with strange
colored-glass sculptures
creating an effect that is
Blade Runner, Lost, and The
Swiss Family Robinson
in equal measure.
—JENNY MCGEARTY
• jademountain.com

Whether you're on the 1
hunt for vintage clothing,
good eats, or delicious!
cocktails, Ventura
Boulevard has it all, I
making it the perfect I
location for a southern •
California vacation. At I
the heart of the action is
the modern and elegant
BLVD Hotel, Studio Cityl
first boutique hotel, 1
The recently opened I
BLVD has an interior I
that shimmers with
iridescent colors, lush I
furnishings, and floor-to-'
ceiling windows; a setting
guaranteed to soothe ]
after an exhausting day
of exploring. The PNK
Group establishment
contains 58 rooms d
of which feature gai
patios and balconies)
along with a 24-hour
gym (the machines are
equipped with plasma
TVs), day spa (offering
therapeutic body
treatments), and a bar/
cafe (serving luxurious
cocktails and bodegastyle gourmet food),
a fusion of tranquility
indulgence that will ha1
you forgetting that the
heart of Hollywood is ji
five minutes away.
CAITLIN SMITH
theblvdhotel.com

